ATTENTION

THIS BUILDING IS

☐ CLOSED

☐ CAUTION

✓ DO NOT ENTER. BUILDING IS TEMPORARILY CLOSED PENDING A DETAILED INSPECTION

Emergency/Facilities personnel will examine the building further to determine its status. Updated signage will indicate if the building will be:

— Closed (RED SIGN)
— Open for limited occupancy (YELLOW SIGN)
— Open for full occupancy (GREEN SIGN)

Report observed damage and posted status to your local Division/Department Control Center (DCC) and/or Emergency Operations Center (EOC).

✓ NO SIGNIFICANT EXTERIOR DAMAGE ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK

The building’s interior has not been examined for structural impacts, nonstructural damage and debris, or potential hazardous materials spills.

ENTER AT OWN RISK
— Interior has not been examined

Name (print) ________________________________ Date/time ________________________________